What can you expect from the
Ilovica-Shtuka Project?

JOBS

We promise to bring nearly 500
direct, long-term jobs to the area
and an additional 1600 in-direct
jobs will be created in various
industries such as storage,
agriculture,
vehicle
repair,
retail, catering, transport and
wholesale.
We promise that Euromax will start the process of recruiting
employees within the villages closest to the project.
We will employ as many local people as possible as we
understand the need to provide well paid, long-term jobs for
the good of the local community. Many employees will only
need basic education as we will provide extensive training.
This will mean that young people can stay in the area and will
no longer have to leave Macedonia to get decent jobs.

HEALTH

Every employee will undergo regular health
checks as the wellbeing of our employees
makes sense for the local community and the
project.
Euromax is committed to renew or replace the
existing village clinic and ensure it is sufficiently
equipped to operate once construction of the
project starts.

WATER

Euromax will provide a new water distribution system for the
villages of Ilovica and Shtuka. This new system will mean that
the water consumed will no longer be contaminated with
chemicals and faecal matter.
www.facebook.com/EuromaxResources

info@euromaxresources.mk

What can you expect from the Ilovica-Shtuka Project?

WASTE AND SERVICES

Euromax promise to undertake a project to improve the waste management in the local area so
that we can avoid pictures like these. This will provide great benefits to the health and welfare of
the local communities.
Euromax will pay 64.6 Million Euros to the Municipalities
during the projects life. This is your money to be spent
on services for the benefit of the community. If there
is no project- there is no money.

WHAT HAVE HEALTHY VALLEY PROMISED YOU?
NOTHING BUT SCARE STORIES AND LIES!
NO JOBS, NO MONEY, NO CLEAN WATER, NO HELP
WITH YOUR LIVES!
We encourage all the residents
of the local communities to
visit the information centre in
order to stay informed about
our project.
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Information Centre
Ilovica 500
Municipality of Bosilovo
info@euromaxresources.mk
+389 34 368 888

